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See it, say it, learn it! Help your child take the first steps toward reading with these Sight Words
Flash Cards. These two-sided cards are fun and easy to use with basic words frequently used in
beginning reader books. The Parent Card includes additional activities and games to supplement
the 110 basic sight words in the deck. Flip for fun learning! Perfect for home or school! Ages 5 and
up.
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The graphics on the cards are distracting, as well as 2 words being printed on each side. Only 1
side of the card is done in color, the other side is black and white with no finish.

I ordered these for my 4 yr old daughter and they are great! The display picture they show here is
only half accurate. The particular side of the cards they are showing here is the plain side. When
you flip the card around to the other side it is in pretty vibrant colors with a boy and a girl on it and
the sight word in the middle. There are 55 cards in the pack and 110 sight words in all. So 2 sight
words per card, one on each side. The cards themselves seem durable and a nice thickness, not
flimsy. We went through the pack and we started her on the easy ones and she was able to sound
them out with out getting frustrated! I am giving this product 4 stars because I do wish the print was
slightly bigger but overall I would buy these again.

We are using this for our Kindergarten homeschooling, but the cards are not as great as what we
could make ourselves. The cartoons on the cards are distracting, and some of the words are not
logical choices for sight words.

It is good these cards do NOT have cartoonish "helper" pictures matching the meaning of their
respective words; otherwise, our kids will cheat by "reading" off each picture, and not learn to read
the words without the helper picture.We like these cards. Our 3 1/2 year-old learned these all in a
couple weeks. Initially, the pictures that decorate the periphery (kids, pets, etc) were distracting, but
my daughter quickly learned to ignore those pictures and read the wordsThe one thing that is
PATHETIC is only one side of each card has full-color printing; opposite side has low-quality
monocolor printing, obviously to save printing costs. Yet the deceptive cover art on the exterior
packaging suggests both sides have full-color printing. Cheapskates. They lose a star on my rating
for that.I'm also annoyed that "School Zone" publishing company hasn't taken the time to create any
additional card sets to follow this one. This card set is a one-shot deal.

I bought these for my 4 year old to better prepare her for Kindergarten. She always wants to read
things and I am the worst teacher in the world, but if I tell her what the word is, she will memorize it. I
like that there are so many words. We're not using all of them - just a few at a time and then moving
on to the next ones. It's also nice that it doesn't have helper pictures so she can't actually guess.
She actually has to know what the word is to get it right. I'm really happy with them.

Some words are simple, some are a little more challenging. I am working with my Pre-K daughter
because she is already blending words. These are font and back words. Words like do, no, yes, but,
there, they, look,will, see, to, while, be, so, etc.... We really like these little cards especially for the
price i paid. They are worth what I paid. Cheaper than going to Wally World. :)

Product as described. Good condition. I have several sets of flash cards by this company. They
make cards for parents to utilize with their kids at home so many of them are game/quiz format.
With these cards you show the child one side and they have to read the sight word. You can tell if
they are correct because the answer appears on the right size in the corner of the side of the card
that is facing you. Thought these would be one sided but still will be useful for my purpose of
displaying them on a chart.

Very nice product and great price. We have given our daughter 10 cards at a time to learn. She is
having a great time with it. Great product.
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